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Posted: 4:46 p.m. Friday, June 7, 2013

Tech's Udofia works out for Hawks 

By Chris Vivlamore

Georgia Tech point guard Mfon Udofia worked out for the Hawks, according the school's basketball coach Brian Gregory.

Gregory sent a tweet Friday that read: "Happy to hear Mfon's workout with @ATLHawkswent well! Can't count him out!"

The Hawks do not disclose the players, including those draft eligible, that they have worked out.

Udofia, the 6-foot-2 guard from Stone Mountain, started all but one game his last three seasons at Tech and made 97 career
starts. He had 47 double-digit games in his career and finished with 977 career points. He was 18th all-time in assists and
14th in 3-point field goals. Udofia averaged 8.3 points per game last season.
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Posted by AstroJoe at 5:14 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

Geez, if they are going to work out pretty much anyone who ever dribbled a basketball, than maybe I need to dust off my
fadeaway jumper. (Now that's funny).

Seriously, I appreciate that they are looking under every rock to find players to consider for their Summer League team (and
possibly beyond the Summer League team).

Posted by Ms_Dee at 5:18 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB

Ramon,

"Another consideration when comparing Josh and Al at the PF position, is the double team factor. I very RARELY ever see
someone come to double Al when posting up, even when he's at the power forward position. Majority of the coaches let Al go
one on one. 

However, at small forward or power forward, normally when Josh posts up, a double team comes very quickly (even though
Josh is the better passer of the two). So it would appear opposing teams respect Josh in the low post at power forward,
more so than even Al at the power forward position."

I disagree, when u say opposing teams respect Josh in the low post..1st of all, the ONLY reason Josh had more low post
assignments than Horford is due to Drew TRYING HIS DARNEST to keep Josh off the 3-pt line and from floating around the
perimeter. I remember asking Drew this very question when he was 1st hired at a fans/coach get-together at Phillips
Arena..he said something to the effect of keeping him down low to post up. Josh was just OK down low anyway..he missed
quite a few bunnies when smaller defenders on him. IM JUST SAYING...

Posted by Just-Joe at 5:20 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

Monta Ellis turns down a 3-yr $36m deal to stay with Bucks. That's bold.

Posted by Sautee at 5:20 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB:

Rod from CP,

OK Rod, it looks as if I have to explain this whole freakin' thing to you:

Here is your original post that I commented on:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 12:55 p.m. Jun. 4, 2013

doc,

"pops is honest enough and interesting that you singled it out, to be quoted by you in what you have emphasized all along
that tim duncan was a very important feature. no one has argued that either but td is not all there is and they have made
some guys into ball nba'ers where others might not, ie. diaw. you accept one truth but not the other. odd, you accept only the
one you seem to think supports one of your thesis but not the other. i'm not sure why you keep barking up these trees." (doc)

"You don't know Pop personally to know if he's honest or not . I know players who have played for Pop, who will tell you
something different. I have no thesis, and have no idea why you keep alluding to that. I am voicing my opinion. This is a blog,
and this is what a blog is made for. I have voiced my opinion on numerous other things that you and your cheerleading team
disagreed with and have been right. If you disagree, like you did ablout Woodson and Drew, Jamal, and Marvin that's on you.
If you want to crown this guy the greatest, most wanted coach in the world, who turned down numerous job offers to come to
the Hawks, go ahead. I chose not to. He has to prove himself just like anyother coach. To me his credentails are not better
than Mike Woodson's were. Just because he coached for a million years under Pop does not make him Pop." - Rod
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Here's the straw man: "If you want to crown this guy the greatest, most wanted coach in the world, who turned down
numerous job offers to come to the Hawks, go ahead."

It is a straw man argument because NO ONE on the blog was saying Bud was "the greatest, most wanted coach in the
world". It was a fallacy created by you in your attempt at hyperbole.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
So I posted this:

Posted by Sautee at 3:19 p.m. Jun. 4, 2013

"If you want to crown this guy the greatest, most wanted coach in the world, who turned down numerous job offers to come to
the Hawks, go ahead. I chose not to." - Rod from CP

Classic straw man argument. No one on the blog is trying to "crown this guy the greatest, most wanted coach in the world",
but if Rod can convince us that someone IS, he can then shoot down the straw man.

Nice try, Rod, but most of us see through the obfuscation.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

So Rod, THIS is what I have been talking about. Not your overarching view of the coaching hire. Nor am I attempting to make
any kind of "statement" about the hire. All of this happened BEFORE anyone else said anything about choosing Bud over
Hollins

I was merely calling you out for creating a straw man argument. Then came another straw man:

"I would take Coach Hollins over Coach Budweiser any day of the week. Don't tell some of these bloggers that though." - Rod
from CP

which OBrien answered by posting this:

"Is there anyone on here who would prefer Coach Bud over Hollins? I havent seen anybody say that. " - OB

and you came back and said this:

"I have no idea. I have seen many post here that they are very happy with the selection. I'm not. Both guys were available." -
Rod from CP
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Which I though was absurd, so I posted this:

Posted by Sautee at 2:06 p.m. Jun. 5, 2013

"I would take Coach Hollins over Coach Budweiser any day of the week. Don't tell some of these bloggers that though." - Rod
from CP
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"Is there anyone on here who would prefer Coach Bud over Hollins? I havent seen anybody say that. " - OB

"I have no idea." - Rod

Rod, if you have NO IDEA whether anybody on the blog would prefer Bud to Hollins, then why did you say "dont tell some of
these bloggers, though"???????

Were you just "guessing"?

Guessing or not, that was another classic straw man. Even more classic since you admit you have NO IDEA whether or not
it's true. So it was just spin.

You're getting very good at it.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

So Rod, that's what went down. No mention of Buddy Grizzard. No mention of me thinking Bud would be better than Hollins,
(My preference would have been waiting until the Finals were over, and let some dust settle). Also, understand this: I was
NOT claiming that no one on the blog would EVER choose Bud over Hollins, just that no one AS YET had done so. You
seem to think that a couple of late comers to the party made everything I posted invalid. Read that "AS YET" part carefully.

You told me before that somehow my claim was wound up with your conversation with Buddy Grizzard. I have no idea what
you are talking about. You also said I owe you an apology. Explain how, and I'll certainly listen.

Posted by HBLWWClyde at 5:29 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

Why the Hawks working out all these scrubs? I might as well dust my Nike's off and go in for a workout.

Posted by RamonReturns at 5:33 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

MsDee, we respectfully agree to disagree. No harm done.

Posted by drmaryb at 5:39 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

OBVIOULSY!

Obviously, Mr Ferry has already pegged his round 1 picks based on availability. Now, he is looking for a second round
sleeper with the last two picks for Summer League development that has specific skills set. Seems to me he is looking at
Davis for rebounding and, a PG for faciliting baskets. IMHO

Posted by RamonReturns at 5:44 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse
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Normally when there's a workout, it's five to six other players there in attendance. Often times the less skilled players are
there as sparring partners for the more prominent prospects. So, for some of the less skilled players, a workout with an NBA
team is such big news to them that they tell everyone. However, the more likely drafted candidates are used to it now.

Posted by OriginalATLien at 5:45 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

@AstroJoe and HBLWWClyde - if we find two more, I'm pulling out my Chuck Taylor's and meeting y'all at Phillips where we
can run our five against the scrubs the Hawks are working out! Whaddaya say?? But I'm running the point though!

Posted by RamonReturns at 5:45 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

Guys, remember that Ivan Johnson was a sleeper and bypassed in the draft by a lot of teams.

Posted by Steve-W at 5:59 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

Mfon was pretty highly regarded before he went into the meat grinder known as GT

He may have some skills

Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 6:09 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

"Guys, remember that Ivan Johnson was a sleeper and bypassed in the draft by a lot of teams."

Trust me Mfon Udofia ain't close to Ivan Johnson.

Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 6:12 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

"He may have some skills"

Good defender, horrible offensively, turnover machine.

Posted by RamonReturns at 6:18 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse
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Rod - Good defender, horrible offensively, turnover machine.

Lol, so you're saying he's better than Marvin? lol. Sund would draft him. lol

Posted by km42 at 6:23 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

Ramon, I just watched the YouTube on T-Mac while he was a Hawk and his big week against the Heat.
This is where Reggie and Chuck rave about Ivan......Chuckster called him an 'ath-tha-lete'! Priceless.

On Crabbe, who is at the back end of Round 1...I like a guy who was the team's go-to guy. IMO,he's an equal to Franklin
....NBA comparison to Hubert Davis.
Franklin - his NBA comparisons aren't worth mentioning....and he was a target for refs with the Ts he picked up this year.

I guess it doesn't matter on either if DF has not worked them out. Talk about secret maneuvers.....I remember that it didn't
matter if BK worked you out or not....he might pick you.

Posted by -OBrien- at 6:36 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

I am a tech fan, but I don't understand why hawks would work him out. Nothing about his games seemed overly impressive
to me. 

Plus they are better pg they can get in the second round.

Posted by BravesFan79 at 6:36 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

NOOOOOOOOOOO his horrific jump shooting already ruined 1 of m favorite teams for years... stay away from the Hawks!
Picture the jump shot of Rondo, without all the nice assists or driving ability and thats Udofia. And he is no where near elite
on defense either.

Posted by BravesFan79 at 6:37 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

How about them Spurs! Spurs in 6!

Posted by -OBrien- at 6:38 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

Just joe,
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Ellis did bucks a favor. No way should he make $12 mil per year. I think he should in the $6 - $8 mil range. Plus I think is
best served as a SMOY type off the bench who can get buckets in bunches.

Maybe he was afraid that LD would play him at PG :)

Posted by Sautee at 6:44 p.m. Jun. 7, 2013
Report Abuse

"I am a tech fan, but I don't understand why hawks would work him out. Nothing about his games seemed overly impressive
to me. " - OB

Co-sign. I saw him play in person a few times over the last 3 years. He disappeared for entire stretches of games.
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